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ABSTRACT

In this article we investigate the potential of using visuo-haptic

illusions in Virtual Reality environment to learn motor skills in a

real environment. We report on an empirical study where 20 partic-

ipants perform a multi-object pick-and-place task. The results show

that although users do not perform the same motion trajectories in

the virtual and real environments, skills acquired in VR augmented

with visuo-haptic illusions can be successfully reused in a real envi-

ronment: There is a high amount of skill transfer (78.5%), similar to

the one obtained in an optimal real training environment (82.4%);

Finally, participants did not notice the illusion and were enthusias-

tic about the VR environment. Our findings invite designers and

researchers to consider visuo-haptic illusions to help operators to

learn motor skills in a cost-effective environment.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Virtual worlds training

simulations; •Hardware→Tactile and hand-based interfaces;

• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in HCI.

KEYWORDS

Virtual Reality, Haptic Feedback, Visuo-haptic illusions, Transfer

of learning, User Study.

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) has been proven useful to train users on pro-

cedures that are difficult, expensive or dangerous to practice in

situ [28], e.g. medical procedures [4, 8], assembly tasks [33]. To

increase the realism of the scene, the virtual environment can be

augmented with full-sized physical models, e.g. a airplane cockpits

or physical tools [5, 20] to provide haptic feedback. It can also be

augmented with haptic devices with an extended workspace like

Haption Scale1 [1]. However, full-sized physical models or haptic

devices often remain complex and/or expensive.

We argue that visuo-haptic illusions might be a cost-effective

approach to train users in a VR environment. Visuo-haptic illusions

consists of introducing subtle discrepancies between the vision

and the proprioception to trick the user’s perception. For instance,

users can believe interacting with a large collection of physical
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objects while, in fact, they only interact with a unique physical

prop [3]. This emerging approach has been shown to enrich user

experience: It provides realistic haptics [3], expands the interaction

space [37] or augment interactivity [30, 52]. However, visuo-haptic

illusions has not been investigated in the context of skill transfer.

One reason might be that the discrepancy between vision and

proprioception alters user’s movements and gesture trajectories

[3]. It may generate interference when used in a training scheme,

thus degrade the transfer of learning in a motor control task.

In this paper, we study the effects of visuo-haptic illusions on

proactive transfer of motor skills. Proactive transfer occurs when

learning a skill in a specific context (VR) influences the performance

of such skill in a different context (real world). We report on a

laboratory experiment where participants perform a multi-object

pick-and-place task common in training assistance systems [25].

We study whether skills acquired in a VR environment with visuo-

haptic illusions can be transferred in a real-world environment.

Our results not only suggest that visuo-hapitc illusions can be

used in VR training, but also that the amount of transfer is compara-

ble to training in real conditions. These results encourage the use of

visuo-haptic illusions in a virtual learning environment for any task

requiring the users to interact with multiple similar parts (pieces

of an assembly, buttons) or tools (screwdrivers). They can help

to design VR training environments with less complex full sized

physical models or haptic devices, i.e. VR environments providing

haptic feedback to the user with lower cost and less maintenance

than traditional approaches.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

2.1 Proactive transfer and Virtual Reality

Proactive transfer of learning describes how a skill influences the

learning of a new skill [44]. However, in the context of VR, transfer

of learning is generally defined as how a skill learned in a virtual

environment influences the learning of the same skill in the real

world. The main measure of transfer learning is the percentage of
transfer [44]. It refers to the ratio 𝑇% between the performance

before and after training the previous skill:

𝑇% =
𝐴 − 𝐵

𝐶 − 𝐵
(1)

where A is the performance during the beginning of the test phase

after training. B is the performance during the beginning of the test

phase without training and C is the ultimate performance, i.e. the

performance at the end of the test phase. A positive value indicates

training in the virtual environment increases the performance on
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the task in the real world [15, 25] whereas a negative value indicates

interference of the previous training [47].

Virtual Reality has proven useful to train users on medical or

industrial procedures [2, 21, 26] and sports [13, 31]. The use of

several modalities such as audio or haptic feedback often promotes

a positive transfer of learning [46] because it can improve the

reproduction of real-life perceptions [32, 42] or assist and guide

users by providing additional information [13, 34, 36]. However,

these approaches do not always favor learning: the modalities are

not always appropriate for a given skill or because users tend to

rely too much on the guidance received during the training, which

ultimately hinders skill acquisition [48, 50].

2.2 Visuo-haptic Illusions

Visuo-haptic illusions manipulate user perception through discrep-

ancies between the visual and proprioceptive senses [23, 29]. These

improve realism and multimodal feedback in a VR environment.

These are possible because humans tend to rely more on visual feed-

back when multiple senses enter in conflict [14, 39]. We distinguish

two main types of visuo-haptic illusions:

World manipulation consists of altering users’ point of view,

by subtly modifying mapping ratios between the real and virtual

head movements. It can be used for instance to repurpose a real

prop for several virtual objects [3], to increase the perceived

interactive space [37, 45] or hide unrealistic virtual elements

[11].

Hand Redirection adds a subtle visual shift between users’

virtual and real hands. Users believe they interact with multiple

virtual objects while manipulating the same real object [3, 10].

It’s also possible to map an object’s shape onto another [22, 53].

Similarly, designers can change the apparent physical properties

of objects, for example their stiffness, by visually modifying their

deformation [27] or their weight through their vertical motion

[38, 43]. Hand redirection is a more adapted technique in manual

handling cases.

Visuo-haptic illusions have been shown to improve presence and

interactivity in VR [3, 17, 30], and appears as a viable way to reduce

cost and complexity to set-up a virtual training environment. How-

ever, when motor skills are involved, they may induce a negative

effect as suggested by studies in visuo-motor adaptation.
Visuo-haptic illusions rely on a shift small enough so that it

goes undetected. On the other end of the spectrum, visuo-motor

adaptations explore the effect of a large distortion which is imme-

diately perceived by the users. Researchers then study how users

adapt to this change in perception, for instance, how users adapt

to a constant visual shift of their hand on a motor control task

[18]. These distortions degrade motor control performance because

users have to adapt to this new perception-action scheme. A loss

of performance is observed immediately when the distortion is

introduced, and participants generally regain similar performance

after practice. Furthermore, a loss of performance is similarly ob-

served when the distortion is removed. This is called an after-effect

[9, 14, 35]. These studies suggest that using visuo-haptic illusions

in VR training might hinder transfer of learning in the real world.

While some works discussed the potential benefits of visuo-haptic

illusions for skill transfer [7, 12, 17, 24, 49], the amount of transfer

in term of performance has never been properly quantified.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Based on previous work on skill transfer, and visuo-haptic illusions,

our research questions are: Do visuo-haptic illusions like Hand

Redirection in VR influence the learning of motor skills? and Do

they promote/hinder performance in the real world? Can we quan-

tify the transfer of learning from the virtual to the real world? To

answer these questions, we conduct a user study

4 USER STUDY

This study investigates the transfer of learning between a virtual

environment with a visuo-haptic illusion: hand redirection, and

the real environment. Envisioned real-world tasks are product as-

sembly or engine repair, currently targeted by training assistance

systems [19, 33]. These tasks encapsulate several actions such as

placing objects precisely, avoiding obstacles and following trajecto-

ries with time constraints. These tasks are classified as procedural

tasks involving both motor and cognitive skills [40]. To operational-

ize these complex tasks in a laboratory setting, it is common to

use a a multi-object pick-and-place task [16, 41] where users

pick a labeled cube and place it on a designated target. Our exper-

iment thus relies on this modus operandi. Moreover, this task is

particularly appropriate for visuo-haptic illusions as it is possible to

implement n-to-1 virtual to physical mappings [3], i.e. one physical

prop for several virtual objects.

To study proactive transfer, we use a well-established methodol-

ogy where the experiment is segmented in a training phase and a

testing phase with a 24 hours rest time between [44]. We compare

the performance of three groups (Figure 3): the first group (baseline)
only performs the test in the real environment with no training.

The second group also performs the test in the real environment,

but only after practicing in the real environment. The third group

also performs the test in the real environment, but only after prac-

ticing in the virtual environment exploiting hand redirection. The

ratio (equation 1) between with and without training informs on

the nature of the transfer (positive or negative) and its magnitude.

This experiment has been approved by the IRB 2020-020.

4.1 Participants

20 participants (11 male, 9 female, aged 28.4, 2 left handed) took

part in the present study. 15 played video games regularly and all

had previous experience with VR. Participants were compensated

with candies after each session.

4.2 Apparatus

Participants are seated on a chair in front of a table. The experi-

ment consists in picking in sequence 6 cubes laying on predefined

positions on a complex rectangular shape, and placing them on

designated square targets. All cubes and their targets are marked

with the same number, which also gives the order of execution (Fig.

1-a). The cubes are 8 cm in size and a cube is considered correctly

placed when its center is within 3 cm of the target center, with

an alignment error of less than 10°. This precision is similar to
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Figure 1: The task set-up for the experiment. (a) The set-

ting with 6 cubes used in Test Only condition, (b) the real

set-up with a single cube for the Virtual Training + Test con-
dition and (c) the virtual replica of the setting used in the

Test Only condition. (d) Participant’s right hand wearing re-

flective markers.

[3]. The location of the real cubes were chosen in order to maxi-

mize the movement distances given the available space during the

training phase. The virtual cubes are placed so that the amount of

maximum redirection (warping distance) is large and spans both

horizontal (X and Z) directions (cf table 1). A screen displaying the

instructions stands in front of the user, behind the table.A motion

capture system (Optitrack) tracks the hand trajectory and the 6

cubes. Participants wear 3 reflective markers on their dominant

hand. An exact replica of this scene is built in VR using Unity (Fig.

1-c). Participants training in VR experience the scene through an

Oculus Rift S Head-Mounted Display (HMD). Those are not made

aware that they will be subject to a visuo-haptic illusion. They

put on the HMD only after taking the seat, hence observe the real

set-up beforehand. At this point, the experimenter, unseen to the

participant, removes discreetly 5 out of 6 cubes from the set-up (Fig.

1-b). The visuo-illusion is detailed below.

4.3 Experimental Design

4.3.1 Task and stimulus. The task is a multi-object pick-and-place

task [16, 41], involving obstacle avoidance. The participants are

informed that the experiment will evaluate their performance and

they are asked to be as accurate and fast as possible. They are in-

structed to pick the cube whose number is shown on the display

and place it on the designated target, with the correct orientation.

They press a green button located on the table to initiate the trial.

The screen displays instructions and the participants pick the corre-

sponding cube with their dominant hand and place it on the target.

They then re-press the button to mark completion. If the cube is

not placed accurately enough at the correct position or orientation

(Fig. 2), the feedback on the screen requests them to rectify it. At

the end of the sequence of 6 cubes, the execution time is displayed.

4.3.2 Groups and Conditions. We have three conditions:

• Test only. This condition measures the performance of partici-

pants performing the test phase in a real environment, without

any training, on the full set-up (Fig. 1-a).

• Real Training + Test Participants first practice in the real en-

vironment in the same setup as the test phase (Fig. 1-a). They

then perform the test in the real environment 24 hours later,

identically to the previous condition.

Figure 2: Target placement of a cube. In (a), the cube is in the

right position but wrong orientation. In (b), the cube is in the

wrong position but in the right orientation. In (c), the cube

is both in the right position and orientation. The sequence

moves ahead only for (c).

• Virtual Training + Test. Participants first practice in a virtual

environment exploiting a visuo-haptic illusion. They then per-

form the test in the real environment 24 hours later. The virtual

scene used in Virtual Training + Test is a replica of the setting
used in test as shown in Fig. 1-c. Virtual obstacles, cubes and

screen have exactly the same geometry, and are reasonably well

co-located with the real set-up. The real setting is however mod-

ified without their knowledge, after they put on the HMD (Fig.

1-b). All cubes except the number 1 are removed, as well as most

real obstacles. This reflects the possibility that the training set-

up may be significantly simpler than the real task. A mismatch

between the virtual scene and the real setup hence occurs. In-

deed, participants are made to believe they manipulate 6 real

cubes while there is only one (1:6 mapping). This illusion is im-

plemented through a hand redirection technique: participants

virtual hand’s position is shifted from their real hand’s. In conse-

quence, participants do not perform the same trajectory in the

training phase and the test phase.

The training consists in 15 blocks of 6 trials. The test consists

in 5 blocks of 6 trials, 24 hours after the training when applicable

(see figure 3). Twenty participants are split into two groups of

ten assigned to the Real Training + Test condition (5 male, 5

female, aged 29) and Virtual Training + Test condition (6 male, 4

female, aged 27.7). The beginning of the training phase of the Real

Training + Test condition is identical to the Test only condition.

Hence, we did not assign participants to this group and used the data

from the first five blocks of the Real Training + Test condition for

the Test only condition. This allowed us to have less participants

overall while using the same experiment design.

We expect participant in the Real Training + Test condition

to perform best. The condition Real Training + Test provides an

upper bound in terms of performance as users perform the training

and the test in the same setting. So, our objective is to study how far

is the condition Virtual Training + Test from this upper bound.

4.3.3 Hand Redirection Implementation. Our implementation of

Hand Redirection relies on "Interpolated Reach" detailed in [17]. The

shift between the real hand and the virtual hand is applied inside

a sphere of radius 𝑅 centered on the real target. It is a continuous

function, maximum at the target location and null at the surface

of the sphere and beyond. It is tuned so that users place down

the real cube not on the real target but where the participant will

pick up the next cube meanwhile the virtual hand places the cube

on the virtual target. This way, in the next step, participants are
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5 x 6 trials

Day 2 - Test

15 x 6 trials

Day 1 - Training

Virtual Reality

Real env.

Real env.

Real env.

Real environment

Figure 3: The procedure of the user study in two days: one

day of test for the Test only and one day of training and one

day of test for the Real Training + Test conditions and Virtual

Training + Test.

,

tricked into picking up the same cube they’ve just placed down.

Hence, the illusion initiates with a null shift once the cube is picked

up, increases on the way to the target, and decreases when the

hand goes back to the button. The same real cube is thus used in

subsequent manipulations. The position of the shifted objects (i.e.

the virtual hand and the virtual cube) depends on the distance 𝑑 to

the target and is computed as follows:

®Pv =


®𝑃𝑟 + (𝑅−𝑑)

𝑅
× ( ®𝑇𝑣 − ®𝑇𝑟 ) if 𝑅 − 𝑑 ⩾ 0,

®𝑃𝑟 otherwise.

 (2)

with 𝑑 = | | ®𝑃𝑟 − ®𝑇𝑟 | |
and 𝑅 =𝑚𝑖𝑛( | | ®𝑇0 − ®𝑇𝑟 | |, | | ®𝑃𝑟 − ®𝑇𝑟 | |) + 0.05𝑚.

®𝑃𝑣 and ®𝑃𝑟 are the virtual and real positions of the shifted objects so

that 𝑑 represents the distance between the real and virtual hand,

®𝑇𝑣 and ®𝑇𝑟 are the virtual and real positions of the target, 𝑇0 is

the position of the button and 𝑅 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 57.5𝑐𝑚, 𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 13.7𝑐𝑚)

defines the illusion sphere centered on the target square where

the cube should be placed. The maximum shift (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 10.7𝑐𝑚,

𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 5.0𝑐𝑚), i.e. the distance between the virtual cube and the

real cube at the end of the manipulation varies between trials.

These values, summarized on Table 1, are generally higher than

the literature [51], as participants were not informed about the

illusion. A pilot study had confirmed that the illusion remains

undetected when participants are not notified. Our shifts are thus

large enough to affect users’ trajectory but small enough to not be

detected and maintaining a high level of immersion [3].

4.3.4 Manipulations and blocks. Each block contains 6 manipu-

lations/trials of different amplitudes and directions to vary the

difficulty and to introduce variability. The sequence of manipula-

tions (i.e. the order of the trials) remains the same from one block

to another so that each block is identical to each other. This reflects

a sequence of operations in the real world to assemble or repair

a product. Because all the blocks contain the same sequence of

manipulations, we can study learning phenomena by comparing

performance between blocks.

4.3.5 Procedure. Participants first received written instructions

explaining the experiment procedure and the task. They then per-

formed a pre-test consisting of picking a cube and placing it on a

target in the real environment to ensure that the different groups

of participants achieve a similar level of initial performance and

understood the task properly. We measured the Time as described

in section 4.3.7 to realize the task and found no significant differ-

ence with ANVOA: 𝐹1,19 = 0.25, 𝑝 = 0.59. This manipulation was

not present in the main experiment. Participants then performed

the main experiment. They have a 20 seconds break between each

block. When realizing the task in the real or virtual environment,

the breaks give time to the experimenter to reset cubes’ position.

After they complete the entire training phase, i.e. at the end of

the first day, participants filled a questionnaire and performed a

semi-structured interview. In the questionnaire, participants are

asked to rate the perceived difficulty of each of the six manipula-

tions (Likert scale from 1 to 7). They also answer two additional

questions related to the illusion:

• How many real cubes did you think you handled?

• My hand moved as I intended. (1-7: “Fully agree/disagree”)

The semi-structured interview comprised of the questions:

• How difficult did you find the Test compared to the Training?

• Would you like to train in a similar VR simulator?

The other questions such as “Did a particular manipulation seem

more difficult during the test?” depended on the answers to the two

first questions. Figure 3 summarizes the procedure.

4.3.6 Design. This study follows a between-subject design. All

groups perform a pre-test and a test. Both groups assigned to the

conditions Virtual Training + Test and Real Training + Test

performed 15 blocks of 6 trials respectively in VR and in the real

environment during the training phase. During the test phase, the

second day, all three groups performed 5 blocks of 6 trials in the

real environment. The order of the trials within blocks is fixed.

In summary, the design is 2 groups × 10 participants × 15 blocks

× 6 trials for training + 2 groups × 10 participants × 5 blocks × 6

trials + 1 group × 10 participants × 5 blocks × 6 trials for test =

2700 manipulations.

Table 1: The direction and distance for hand trajectories and

warping for all trials. R is the same value as in eq 2. X repre-

sents the sideways horizontal direction (positive to the left),

Y represents the vertical direction (positive upwards) and Z

is the depth horizontal direction (positive forward).

Trial

Trajectory Warping

𝑅
Main

direction

Distance

Main

direction

Distance

1 X 66.8 cm X 9.8 cm 52.2 cm

2 X 74.6 cm Z 15.2 cm 42.3 cm

3 X&Y 44.6 cm Z 9.1 cm 66.6 cm

4 X 41 cm X&Z 13.5 cm 71 cm

5 X&Z 45.2 cm X&Z 14.6 cm 73.6 cm

6 Y&Z 58.3 cm Z 4 cm 39.2 cm
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4.3.7 Dependent variables. For each trial, we log Time, the time to

perform a trial (time measured between 2 button presses). We can

then derive our main dependent variable, the amount of proactive

transfer (𝑇%) based on the equation 1 [44].

We also log the position of the cubes at 60Hz to estimate the

evolution of the trajectory Variability i.e. how much different

are the trajectories between each other. To achieve this, we used

the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance [6]. DTW produces a

discrete matching between existing elements of two temporal series

before estimating the distance. By applying DTW on each pair of

trials (i.e. pair-wise) and averaging the result for each conditions,

we then compute the variability. The computed DTW distance is

independent of time and the more similar the series, the lower the

distance will be. DTW computations are made using the python

dtaidistance library.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Proactive Transfer and Test Performance

Figure 4-left shows the performance for Time for all three condi-

tions during the test phase. We used the equation 1 to calculate

the percentage of proactive transfer, which is 78.5% (std=18.5) for

Virtual Training + Test and 82.4% (std=14.2) for Real Training +

Test. ANOVA does not reveal an effect of Training (Virtual vs. Real)

on the amount of transfer (𝐹1,19 = 0.25, 𝑝 = 0.62). As expected, the

amount of transfer is higher for the Real Training + Test but it is

nonetheless very high for the Virtual Training + Test condition.

Figure 4-right shows the performance for Variability for all

three conditions during the test phase. The variability during the

test phase for Virtual Training + Test is 1.38 and for Real Train-

ing + Test is 1.49. ANOVA reveals a significant difference between

Virtual Training + Test and Test only (𝐹1,19 = 4.92, 𝑝 = 0.027)

and no significant difference between the Real Training + Test and
the other conditions (Virtual Training + Test: 𝐹1,19 = 0.11, 𝑝 = 0.74,

Test Only: 𝐹1,19 = 2.33, 𝑝 = 0.13). These results suggest the hand

redirection illusion had little to no negative impact on the perfor-

mance during the test.

5.2 Training Performance

While our main objective is the initial performance during the test

(proactive transfer), we also analyzed data collected during the

training. Figure 5 & 6 shows the intramodal learning improvement,

time and variability, during the training phase. We use the Power

Law of Practice (PLP) model [44] to analyze it:

𝑇 = 𝑎𝑒−𝑏 (𝑃−1) + 𝑐 (3)

where 𝑇 is the performance (e.g. time in seconds), 𝑃 is the trial

number starting from 1. 𝑎,𝑏 and 𝑐 are three parameters representing

respectively the amount to be learned, the rate of learning, the

asymptotic performance (i.e. ultimate performance).

We first fitted the learning curve on the evolution of Time and

obtained 𝑎 = 6.64, 𝑏 = 0.51, 𝑐 = 4.17 for Virtual Training + Test

and 𝑎 = 4.77, 𝑏 = 0.49, 𝑐 = 3.84 for Real Training + Test. The

Mean Square Error (virtual: 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0.22, real: 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0.01) and

R-Squared (virtual: 𝑅2 = 0.94, real: 𝑅2 = 0.92) confirm that the PLP

reflects well users’ behavior during the training phase.
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Figure 4: Performance during the test phase. Left: Time per-

formance; Right: Variability. Areas / bars shows the 95%

confidence intervals.

Similarly, we fitted the learning curve on Variability and ob-

tained 𝑎 = 0.98, 𝑏 = 1.12, 𝑐 = 0.26, 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0.01, 𝑅2 = 0.92 for Vir-

tual Training + Test and 𝑎 = 0.90, 𝑏 = 0.94, 𝑐 = 1.14 (𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0.005,

𝑅2 = 0.95) for Real Training + Test. The reduction of variability

of the trajectory followed by the users according to the PLP is im-

portant as it confirms motor learning, i.e. a gradual reduction of

variability necessary to optimize the accuracy and efficiency [44].

Our results thus show that the proactive transfer for the Virtual
Training + Test condition is both positive and large (78.5%) and

similar to the Real Training + Test. Our setup thus favors learning

and immersion while using a high amount of redirection (12°).

5.3 Questionnaire and interviews

The median result to the affirmation “My hand moved as I intended”

for the Virtual Training + Test condition is 2 (“Agree”) for both

conditions. This result was confirmed in the interview as well,

suggesting participants (8/10) did not notice the illusion and did

not notice that there was only a single cube during training. When

it was revealed to participants that they trained with only one cube,

they reacted very enthusiastically: "It’s amazing, I would never have
noticed there was only one [real] cube!" (Participant 2) or "This works
very well, you fooled me properly" (Participant 14). Two participants
noticed there was only one cube because they went to grab cubes

during the 30 seconds break despite the experimenter telling them

otherwise or because they had to correct the position of a cube and

their hand passed through one of the virtual cubes. The findings

do not change when excluding these two participants.

During the semi-structured interview when asked about how

participants of the Virtual Training + Test condition felt when plac-

ing a cube, participants sometimes mentioned that something was

a bit off. They all agreed to say this sensation didn’t bother them

and they would gladly train again in a similar VR simulator.

Finally, A Kruskal-Wallis Test on difficulty rating indicates that

the manipulations 2 and 4 are significantly more difficult to perform

than the other manipulations (time comprised between 3.2 seconds
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the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6: Intramodal learning improvement during the vir-
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and 5.5 seconds, except for cube 2 and 6: statistic= 3.03, 𝑝 = 0.08).

The feedback from participants during the interview are in line

with the results of the questionnaire.

6 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE

TRAJECTORY

Figure 7 illustrates the trajectories in the horizontal plane of all

participants for the first/last block of the training/test phase for the

two training conditions for the fifth manipulation. The variability

reduces with practice during the training, but not during the test,

which might be due to participants moving the cube faster at the

costs of less efficient trajectories. Moreover, several trajectories in

Virtual Training have a kink toward the end of the movement (red

cross). This result is similar to what has been observed in previous

retargeting studies [3] and indicates that participants had to adjust

their trajectory towards the end to compensate the illusion.

This kink is less noticeable at the end of the training phase (block

15), indicating there might be an adaptation to the illusion. On the

contrary, during the first block of the test (after virtual training), we

do not observe an after-effect in the sense of visuo-motor adaptation

(i.e. a kink in the inverse direction). Additionally, it seems that the

adaptation had little to no effect on the transfer of learning.

7 DISCUSSION

Findings. The main objective of this study was to investigate

the transfer of learning when training with the hand redirection

illusion. Our results show a large positive transfer of learning on

Time (𝑇
%𝑉𝑖𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 78.5%, 𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 18.5%). Moreover, the transfer is

close to the upper bound, i.e. the optimal setup (Real Training + Test
condition): 𝑇

%𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 82.4% (𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 14.2%). VR training with hand

redirection also reduces movement variability by 45% similarly to

what was observed after training in the real environment (35%).

We were not able to measure an effect between the Virtual Train-
ing + Test and Real Training + Test conditions so it is likely to be

small even with more participants as the 20 participants had simi-

lar performance between conditions during the pre-test and there

is a large overlap of the confidence intervals. These results thus

motivate the use of visuo-haptic illusions during virtual training.

Finally, participants expressed enthusiasm during the virtual train-

ing. Indeed, only 2 out of 10 participants noticed the illusion despite

using a large amount of warping above the detection thresholds

recommended in the literature.

Future work. We aim to further explain these positive results.

One possible reason is that the participants did not experience

a single illusion but multiple ones: the virtual hand is shifted in

different directions and amplitude during the training phase. This

can explain why we do not observe an after-effect or a retro-active

interference during the test phase. One study would consist of

comparing the effect of the number of illusions users experience

on performance.

We also plan to investigate how these results can be generalized

to different visuo-haptic illusions such as the World Warping or the

Hybrid technique of Haptic Retargeting [3], Redirected Walking

[37] or Pseudo-haptic [29]. These illusions could have different

effects on performance and learning than hand redirection. Addi-

tionally, the combination of illusions such as the Hybrid technique

or Redirected Walking and hand Redirection could yield an interac-

tion effect on the transfer of learning. Finally, we plan to investigate

possible interaction effects between the nature of illusions and the

absence/presence of haptic feedback.

Implications for design. Our results demonstrate the potential

of using visuo-haptic illusions for motor-skill acquisition. Indeed,

designers can use an excessive warping, higher than what’s rec-

ommended in previous studies [51] on visuo-haptic illusions, and

still favor skill transfer on task requiring the users to interact with

multiple similar parts (pieces of an assembly, buttons) or tools
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Figure 7: Cubes trajectories for the first and last blocks of training and test for both training conditions. The black dot indicates

the start position, the red/blue cross indicates the target position in respectively the Real / VR Training. The call-out, bottom

left highlights the end of the movement and the kink observed in VR Training.

(screwdrivers). These results are rather unexpected. Indeed, users

do not perform the same trajectories in the virtual and real en-

vironment and visuo-motor adaptation literature suggests a loss

of performance when such a distortion is introduced. A main dif-

ference is that in our setup most users do not notice the illusion

despite the intensive warping, and a high level of immersion is

maintained. It is especially interesting given the practicality of

visuo-haptic illusions such as providing rich haptic feedback while

reducing the total number of props in comparison with the num-

ber of virtual objects (1:6 in our study). Our findings thus invite

designers and researchers to consider visuo-haptic illusions to help

operators to learn motor skills in an immersive, cost-effective, and

less-maintenance environment.
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